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Chinese president Xi Jinping has put forth a set of significant commitments in response to
the threat of global climate change. He has called for China to achieve peak CO2
emissions by 2030 and carbon neutrality by 2060, to enhance the role of renewable
energy in its energy mix, to increase forest cover, and to make use of market
mechanisms, such as an emissions trading system, to incentivize industry to decarbonize.
Several of these initiatives, however, face design and implementation weaknesses that
raise questions about their efficacy. In addition, the international community and the
Chinese expert and NGO communities have called on Beijing to provide a more detailed
action plan with benchmarks for realizing its climate targets and to end the export of coal
plants through its Belt and Road infrastructure initiative. China’s climate commitments
are notable, but ultimately, its efforts will be judged by the results.
Speaking before the United Nations Climate Ambition Summit on December 12, 2020, Chinese
president Xi Jinping called on the world to work together to meet the challenge of global climate
change. He reiterated the commitments he had outlined in his UN General Assembly speech in
September: to peak emissions of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide (CO2) before 2030 and to
achieve carbon neutrality before 2060. He also pledged to increase the share of non-fossil fuels
in primary energy consumption to about 25 percent and to cut the country’s carbon intensity
(CO2 emissions per unit of GDP) by over 65 percent by 2030.1 While reports of Xi’s remarks
focused on his promised emissions reductions, he also committed to expand China’s forest stock
by 6 billion m3 by 2030 over the 2005 level, increasing the country’s carbon storage capacity.2
Taken together, the targets suggest an impressive sense of purpose and they enhance Xi’s
burgeoning reputation as a leader in responding to the global threat. Nonetheless, domestic and
international experts expressed concern on two fronts: first, the commitment to peak emissions
“by 2030” was not sufficiently ambitious; and second, China did not provide any benchmarks to
indicate it had a credible plan for realizing its 2060 carbon neutrality goal.
Few countries’ climate strategies matter more than those of China. China contributes 28 percent
of the world’s CO2 emissions, more than the next three countries (the United States, India, and
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Russia) combined.3 Since ratifying the Paris Agreement, China has taken steps to mitigate its
CO2 contribution by reducing the share of coal in its primary energy mix, improving its energy
and carbon intensities, and increasing the share of renewable energy in its power sector.
Moreover, it has significantly increased forest cover in some parts of the country to create new
carbon sink capacity (the capacity to absorb CO2).
Despite these positive measures, questions concerning China’s ability to meet its commitments,
as well as whether the commitments are substantial enough to help the world realize its Paris
Agreement goal of limiting global warming to well below 2 degrees centigrade above preindustrial levels remain. China is the only G20 country whose coal consumption has increased
significantly in the wake of the 2015 Paris Climate Agreement; its share of global coal power has
increased from 44 percent in 2015 to 53 percent in 2020.4 Its attendant CO2 emissions have also
increased each year since 2017. In addition, China and its large export banks, the China
Development Bank and the Export-Import Bank of China, continue to finance coal-fired power
plants globally. Moreover, implementation of several of China’s carbon reduction strategies have
fallen short of expectations.
As Xi prepares for the November 2021 UN Climate Summit in Glasgow, he has put in place
climate-friendly policies and regulations to manage coal output and consumption, renewable
energy, clean energy vehicles, and the transportation and forest sectors. He has also introduced
financial tools to manage emissions, including a large-scale emissions trading system (ETS) and
a green bond market. While parts of these policies have achieved success, they are also
challenged by flaws in design and implementation. Moreover, international and Chinese climate
experts and activists are calling on China to adopt more ambitious targets and to lay out a clear
strategy with benchmarks for how it will realize those targets.
It’s the Coal, Stupid
The primary source of China’s CO2 emissions is the burning of fossil fuels for energy and
industrial production of materials, such as cement and steel. Among fossil fuels, coal is
particularly important. It supplies approximately 57 percent of China’s energy5 and is
responsible for more than 75 percent of its CO2 emissions.6 Coal’s role in the Chinese economy
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is deeply entrenched. It is plentiful—China boasts the world’s fourth largest reserves—and
heavily subsidized.7 The industry employs more than 2.5 million people,8 and local governments
support coal-fired power plants both for economic development and for the consistent baseload
power that they provide. As former CPPCC representative Xie Kechang wrote in the People’s
Daily, coal is China’s “basic energy source” and part of its “economic lifeline.”9
In the immediate aftermath of the Paris Climate Agreement, China’s CO2 emissions flattened,
leading some observers to suggest that China would achieve peak CO2 emissions well before its
2030 commitment.10 In 2017, however, emissions began to climb again, and in 2018 China lifted
its ban on new coal plants.11 Coal consumption and emissions continued to tick up in 2018 and
2019. In 2020, Beijing also brought online more new coal plant capacity than in 2018 and 2019
combined;12 and its new plant capacity was more than three times that of the rest of the world. It
retired 9GW, but it offset that with 38.4GW of new coal capacity. In addition, it approved
46.1GW of new capacity.13 China currently has 247 GW of coal power under development—
enough to power the whole of Germany and more than the total active capacity in the United
States.14 The China National Coal Association (CNCA) has forecast that China’s coal output will
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increase once again in 202115 and consumption overall will rise by 6 percent by 2025.16 In the
first quarter of 2021, China’s CO2 emissions posted a 9 percent increase over pre-pandemic
levels.17
The draft Fourteenth Five-Year Plan released in March 2021, which will guide the country’s
economic development during the 2021–2025 period, provides little indication as to how Beijing
plans to achieve its “by 2030” emissions cap given the continued rise in coal consumption.
Unlike in the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan, the Fourteenth Five-Year Plan does not provide a target
for coal power capacity. The draft plan does establish targets to reduce energy intensity by 13.5
percent and emissions intensity by 18 percent before 2025.18 (China’s energy intensity remains
high relative to the rest of the world: only eleven countries in the world use more energy per unit
of GDP than China.)19 These targets do not, however, require a reduction in the amount of coal
used; rather, they address the efficiency of coal as it relates to productivity. China’s climate
experts have argued that Beijing needs to move away from coal and not simply use it more
efficiently. This includes reconsidering approved coal projects and limiting coal-sector
expansion. Greenpeace’s Li Shuo and NRDC’s Yang Fuqiang have also called on the Chinese
government to adopt “stringent coal caps,” forgo new coal installations,20 and realize peak
carbon emissions by 2025.21
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Despite the lack of specific new commitments to cap coal consumption in the Fourteenth FiveYear Plan, other government statements suggest that Beijing is considering more ambitious
targets, including a coal cap. The CNCA has suggested that annual coal output will be capped at
around 4.1 billion tonnes and consumption will be capped at around 4.2 billion tonnes by the end
of 2025.22 Xi bolstered this claim during his speech at the climate summit hosted by US
president Joe Biden in April 2021. He stated that China would “strictly control coal-fired powergeneration projects and strictly limit the increase in coal consumption over the 14th Five-Year Plan
period and phase it down in the 15th Five-Year Plan period.”23
The UK-based climate group TransitionZero has indicated that China will have to shutter 364
GW of coal capacity by 2030, roughly one-third of its current capacity,24 if it is to stay on track
to realize its 2060 goal. In January 2021, however, the Ministry of Ecology and Environment
directly criticized the National Energy Administration (NEA) for failing to control the
development of new coal plants. An environmental inspection team found that coal-power
capacity was expanding well beyond agreed-upon plans for 2017 to 2020. In addition, random
inspections in three provinces revealed that 121 coal mines were exceeding their production
targets by 30 percent.25
In addition, China’s heavy-industry sector—long a significant contributor to China’s domestic
air quality problems as well as to its CO2 emissions—remains a mainstay of the Chinese
economy. Beijing’s post-pandemic recovery has relied in part on high energy-consuming and
-polluting steel, cement, and chemical industries. Steel alone hit a record high output of 1.06
billion tonnes in 2020.26 Government inspection teams found evidence that companies in these
sectors were flouting government guidelines regarding emissions and times of operation. One
team, for example, discovered that four steel mills that are part of the massive Tangshan steel-
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producing complex outside of Beijing had failed to curb production during a heavy pollution
alert, had falsified their records, and had deleted data.27
The Rise of the Rest: Renewables, Transportation, and Forests
As Beijing moves to reduce the share of coal in its energy mix and electricity sector, it is
simultaneously enhancing the share of renewable energy resources. China is the world leader in
total installed wind and solar capacity; in 2020 these sources provided approximately 11 percent
of all Chinese primary energy consumption.28 China also dominates the global market for solar
panels; its global share of solar cell manufacturing is 80 percent.29 Beijing’s investment in the
renewables sector, including wind, solar, and hydropower, reflects this commitment. In 2020,
investment in renewables accounted for 57 percent ($11 billion) of China’s energy infrastructure
investment, compared to 27 percent for coal.30 During the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan, Beijing
also made important gains in addressing its problems in curtailment (the percentage of electricity
from wind or solar that could have been produced but that the grid did not use): From 2016 to
2019, wind curtailment fell from 17 percent to 4 percent and solar curtailment fell from 11
percent to 2 percent.31
In 2020, Xi Jinping announced a target of increasing the share of non-fossil fuels in primary
energy consumption to 16.6 percent in 2025 and 25 percent in 2030.32 In response to these goals,
the NEA has submitted draft implementation plans that include guidance for the responsibility of
various administrative divisions (provinces, districts, and cities) to use renewable energy. It also
27
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has established targets for regional Chinese grid companies to increase the amount of power
purchased from clean sources, from 28.2 percent in 2020 to 40 percent by 2030.33 The State Grid
Corporation of China unveiled a plan to realize a 50 percent share of renewables, including wind,
solar, and hydropower, in electricity generation by 2025,34 a crucial benchmark for Xi’s
objective of diminishing coal consumption beginning in that year. According to a group of
Tsinghua University researchers, by 2050 non-fossil fuel energy resources could account for
more than 90 percent of the country’s electricity.35
International experts, however, have expressed some skepticism about China’s renewable energy
claims. They note that Beijing’s reported 72GW of new wind power in 2020 represented more
than the anticipated deployment of wind energy for the entire world. Moreover, they assess that
this number does not correspond to on-the-ground observations concerning the number of new
wind farms or the supply constraints that would have been incurred. These experts have
concluded that Beijing changed its accounting practices to include partially completed projects or
projects that were previously installed but were not connected to the grid.36 Others have also
raised concern that the 2020 draft Energy Law, while clearly placing a priority on the
development of a low-carbon energy system, nonetheless does not provide many specifics
concerning new initiatives that will enable China to realize its renewable targets.37
China’s position as the leading global supplier of solar panels may also be in jeopardy. Human
rights concerns have entered the global discourse over China’s clean energy manufacturing.
There are concerns about China’s control over more than 80 percent of the world’s polysilicon, a
raw material essential for most solar panels. The majority of this material comes from XinjiangUyghur Autonomous Region, and evidence suggests that several companies are using forced
labor from Xinjiang’s labor and reeducation camps to produce the polysilicon. Debate is
underway in the United States, for example, over whether American companies should import
solar products made in that region. Chinese solar panel makers are advancing a solution in which
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the United States and other countries will receive their solar panels from plants outside Xinjiang,
while those in Xinjiang will supply China’s internal market.38
1. Transportation
Chinese officials have also targeted the decarbonization of the transportation sector, which
contributes 9 percent of the country’s emissions, as crucial to their climate strategy. By the end
of June 2019, China boasted almost half the world’s electric cars and 99 percent of its electric
buses.39 In November 2020, the State Council released a policy paper, the “Development Plan
for the New Energy Automobile Industry (2021–2035),” that called for new energy vehicles to
make up 20 percent of all new car sales by 2025.40 (This target represented a less ambitious
objective than the 25 percent goal proposed by China’s Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology.)41 The plan also mandated that electric vehicles make up 40 percent of all sales by
2030; and by 2035, it wants 1) all new vehicles to be eco-friendly, 2) full electrification of public
transportation, and 3) commercialized fuel cell vehicles. 42
The State Council followed up in February 2021 with the release of its “Outline of the National
Comprehensive Three-Dimensional Transportation Network Planning” that laid out the country’s
vision for its domestic, regional, and global transportation infrastructure. This plan, however,
only briefly touched on environmental issues. It called for ensuring resource efficiency and
encouraging the public to “travel green.” The overwhelming emphasis was on China’s role in
designing and helping realize the twenty-first century’s global transportation infrastructure
needs.43 This dichotomy between China’s commitment to address climate change at home and its
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lack of attention to its importance in its economic policy abroad has become a source of
increasing tension in its relations with other countries, as discussed below.
2. Afforestion
China’s afforestation and reforestation efforts have the potential to help the country as it
decarbonizes; forests serve as a carbon sink that can absorb CO2 emissions. China’s
Fourteenth Five-Year Plan aims to increase national forest coverage by 1.06 percent to achieve
24.1 percent coverage.44 Recently, a group of international researchers concluded that the carbon
capture from China’s forests had been underestimated, determining that China’s mean landbased carbon sink from 2010 to 2016 was equal to about 45 percent of its annual emissions
during that period.45 In addition to these gains, nevertheless, much of China’s new
coverage stems from commercial farms, which are harvested to produce
timber or paper products—many of which degrade quickly and ultimately release their
sequestered carbon.46 While China has immense potential to expand the benefits of
its forestry programs and nurture similar initiatives abroad, the efficacy of these efforts depends
on their longevity.
The Role of the Market
China’s financial markets are rapidly taking center stage in Beijing’s efforts to decarbonize the
economy and meet the country’s climate pledges. One of the top ten priorities established at the
People’s Bank of China (PBOC) 2021 Work Conference is: “improving the policy framework
and incentive mechanism for green finance” in order to meet the government’s targets of peaking
CO2 emissions before 2030 and achieving carbon neutrality by 2060. The PBOC’s priorities
include promoting the carbon emissions trading system (ETS) and improving the green finance
market and products, among other initiatives.47
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China’s ETS could emerge as one of the most significant elements of Xi’s emissions reduction
and carbon neutrality targets. On February 1, 2021, China launched a national-level carbon
trading market, or ETS, for the power sector. In an ETS, the market puts a price on emissions
that will encourage the participants to take action to reduce their emissions, buy permits from
others, or invest in offsets. Beijing began experimenting with carbon emissions trading a decade
ago. Over time, it has developed a system of eight pilot projects—in Shenzhen, Shanghai,
Beijing, Guangdong, Tianjin, Hubei, Chongqing, and Fujian48--each with a different approach.
The results of the original pilot projects were underwhelming. A team of Beijing University of
Technology researchers have found that in four of the pilots—Beijing, Shanghai, Guangdong,
and Hubei—the markets were weak and underdeveloped, with poor information transparency,
high investment risks, and vast differences in market efficacy from one region to the next.49 They
noted: “Empirical results show that the carbon price level of each domestic carbon market differs
significantly, and the development of domestic carbon market is uneven; there are more days
with zero carbon trading volume. …”50 Other Chinese studies found that official data on
emissions were “incomplete and inconsistent” and that “noncompliance was widespread.”51
The just-launched national ETS is limited to China’s power sector, but the sector represents
roughly 50 percent of the country’s total emissions and 14 percent of the world’s total
emissions.52 A total of 2,225 entities and operators have registered in the market. (The original
pilot projects will continue to operate in parallel and will gradually be integrated.) The
government will initially grant the allowances for free, although experts anticipate that prices
will eventually settle at approximately $10 /cte and eventually will rise to almost $12 by 2030.
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(For comparison, the EU’s carbon trading price is about $54,53 whereas the California Quebec
carbon auction in February 2021 had a clearing price of $17.80.)54
Some Chinese experts have expressed qualms about the prospects for the ETS to contribute in a
meaningful way to reduce CO2 emissions. First, the plan is unique among major ETS’s in that it
targets carbon intensity as opposed to emissions. Thus, a power plant could become more
efficient but actually consume more coal and produce more emissions. As Refinitiv analyst Yan
Qin stated, “in the short term, it’s not going to drive emissions reductions.”55 Xiamen University
Professor Zhang Caiping has also criticized the project for its narrow focus on the power sector.
She argues that the legal framework needed to ensure strong supervision over the allocation
process is missing as is a system of strict penalties for violators. She also notes that there is not
enough assurance that companies will report their emissions accurately.56 Some of Zhang’s
concerns may be addressed in the future: over time, for example, the system is slated to expand
to cover 80 percent of emissions,57 including heavy industries, such as cement, aluminum,
chemicals, and oil and gas.
Morgan Stanley analyst Simon Lee has identified a serious shortcoming in the allocation
process: The state is issuing permits based on how much electricity a plant produces, compared
to a state-determined efficiency benchmark. Because the benchmark is very low, most large
power plants already meet the target. Lee determined that all Chinese coal plants larger than
300MW will meet the intensity targets without having to buy new quotas; in fact, their emissions
intensity was already lower in 2018 and 2019.58 Finally, numerous Chinese analysts have
commented on the inability of the financial industry to engage in the trading process. In other
ETS’s, participation by financial institutions enables the emergence of a vibrant market. Sun
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Mingchun, chief economist of Haitong International, argues that if Chinese financial institutions
were permitted to enter the carbon market, they could account for 10–15 percent of trading
volume, improving the market-activity level and its ability to optimize pricing.59
In addition to the ETS, China has adopted other green finance initiatives. Most notable is the
government’s commitment to develop a green bond market. China’s banks hold nearly $1.85
trillion in green loans, more than any other banking system in the world.60 To reach the 2060
carbon neutrality goal, however, estimates are that China will need to invest an additional $16
trillion in new energy and pollution-control projects over the next twenty years.61
Numerous pilot projects exploring aspects of green finance are well underway. Local banks and
other financial entities throughout the country are issuing green or climate bonds to support
“green” infrastructure. Huzhou City in Zhejiang province, for example, became the first city to
use green finance to support sustainability in the building sector.62 In early February 2021, six
Chinese state-owned utilities and infrastructure companies issued the nation’s first batch of
carbon-neutral bonds. totaling $985 million. Proceeds from the borrowings will be used to fund
projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, including photovoltaic solar panels, wind power,
hydropower, and green buildings.63 On March 1, 2021, Shenzhen became the first province to
establish green finance regulations, “Green Gold regulations,” that require financial institutions
to develop a range of departments and products exclusively devoted to green finance. Among
other requirements, any investment project with annual greenhouse gas emissions that exceed
3,000 tons annually must undergo a special level of green supervision.64
Despite the enthusiasm and energy around the potential for green finance to help realize China’s
climate ambitions, some critics have noted that investment products that are marketed as
environmentally friendly are often “misleading or hyped.” Moreover, while the bond issuers
exclude clean coal projects, oil and gas projects including highly polluting shale and tar sands are
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allowed in green bond issuances. There is also a lack of transparency around how the money can
be used. As much as 30 to 50 percent can be used for general operations as opposed to
supporting actual implementation of the projects.65
Xi also has balked at the idea of putting a price on carbon. In April 2021, trilateral discussions on
climate change among France, Germany, and China ended on a sour note when France and
Germany broached the idea of a carbon border tax: a tax that the EU would put on imports of
carbon-intensive products from countries that have not put a price on carbon. The objective is to
prevent industries from moving to parts of the world with weaker standards and enforcement. Xi
rejected the EU proposal directly: “Tackling climate change should…not become an excuse for
geopolitics, attacking other countries or trade barriers.”66
Nonetheless, China’s top finance officials continue to advance new ideas on how to integrate the
sector more directly with the country’s effort to address climate change. In March 2021, China’s
Central Bank Governor Yi Gang stated that climate change would be one of the factors taken
into consideration in the formulation of policies for financial stability, monetary policy, and
foreign-exchange reserves investment.67 The PBOC has also undertaken a series of studies on
how to set up a nationwide carbon accounting system to enable companies and banks to measure
and disclose their climate-related activities. In addition, in evaluating banks, climate will
gradually be considered as a factor, alongside bad debts, exposure to credit risk, and capital
adequacy. 68
China’s Global Carbon Footprint
While Beijing focuses most of its attention on reducing its emissions inside China, the
international community increasingly emphasizes the climate implications of China’s financing
and investment in projects outside its borders. China’s global infrastructure plan, the Belt and
Road Initiative (BRI), receives particular scrutiny. The BRI is seeded with carbon-intensive
projects: More than 40 percent are energy-related, and an additional 30 percent are tied to the
transportation sector. Overall, China is financing one-quarter of the world’s coal plants,69
equivalent to more than 200 plants. According to a September 2019 report by a group of Chinese
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and international experts, if environmental standards are not improved in the 126 BRI countries,
global temperature could rise by 2.7ºC, even if other countries meet their climate commitments.70
China’s export of coal-fired power plants engenders criticism from an array of international
actors. Within host countries, there are protests by environmental activists and local citizens. In
Kenya, where China supported construction of the country’s very first coal plant, for example,
local residents demonstrated for over five years. A Kenyan court ruled in 2019 that the project
managers would be required to provide an environmental and social impact assessment before
the regulators will consider reauthorizing the plant.71 Ultimately, in November 2020, the Kenyan
government canceled the project after the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, its main
financial backer, pulled out.72 Other countries have also experienced protests against Chinesebacked coal plants. In Vietnam, violent protests erupted in 2018 when farmers complained that
pollution from the Chinese-backed plants had ruined their crops.73 In some cases, as in
Bangladesh and Pakistan, the economics of the plants also led to their cancellation.
Pressure on China extends beyond the host countries, however. The United States and the EU
have also called on China and its large development banks, the Export-Import Bank of China and
China Development Bank, to cease financing the plants. China places no restrictions on its
development banks around lending for fossil fuel projects.74 By 2019, 90 percent of Beijing’s
special Silk Road Fund energy projects were fossil-fuel–based investments.75 In addition,
international environmental organizations have pressured Beijing to discontinue its financing of
fossil fuel intensive projects. As the pandemic took its toll on the economies of many BRI
countries, they lobbied Beijing to refinance many of the loans for their projects. More than 260
environmental organizations sent a letter to China’s Finance Minister demanding that he not bail
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out the fossil fuel projects.76Even within China, the Minister of Environment and Ecology, in
conjunction with a group of international NGOs, issued a report in December 2020 that called for
a negative list of polluting BRI projects and encouraged the country’s banks to avoid coal and
other environmentally harmful investments abroad.77
In response to international criticism, at the second Belt and Road Forum for International
Cooperation in 2019 Beijing pledged to green the BRI. It increased substantially its commitment
to renewable projects. Wind, solar, and hydropower made up 57 percent ($11 billion) of China’s
international investment in energy infrastructure in 2020, an increase from 38 percent the year
before. At the same time, however, China increased the share of coal-based projects in its
overseas investments, from 15 percent in 2018 to 27 percent ($5.4 billion) in 2020.78
In its December 2020 white paper, “Energy in China’s New Era,” the government articulates a
new effort to promote green and sustainable energy infrastructure through the BRI. It also has
changed how it frames the efforts from “greening the BRI” to advancing a “green Silk Road.”
The distinction signals that China is no longer adopting measures to improve a flawed BRI,
rather it is helping the world by deploying its green technology and knowledge through a green
silk road, much as it does through its Health Silk Road and Digital Silk Road. At a press
conference during the March 2021 Two Sessions, State Councilor Wang Yi further discussed the
“Green Silk Road” as China’s effort to make the BRI a “robust engine for low-carbon
transformation and green recovery in the post-COVID world.”79
The Bumpy Road Ahead
As the world readies for the Glasgow Climate Summit in November 2021, there is much to
celebrate in terms of China’s growing commitment and ambition. Xi has put in place a number
of the necessary building blocks for a credible climate policy and has responded to international
pressure by gradually increasing the robustness of China’s commitments. Nonetheless, moving
forward he faces several challenges. There are ongoing questions about the efficacy of some of
China’s initiatives, such as its emissions trading system. Implementation, transparency, and
accountability regarding coal plant closures and operations remain a challenge. And China has
not addressed international concerns about its export of coal-fired power plants via the BRI. New
challenges are also emerging. China’s human rights abuses threaten its global market for solar
panels. In addition, European officials have suggested that Chinese exports may face a carbon
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border tax if China does not put a price on carbon. Ultimately, China’s position as climate leader
or climate laggard will be determined by its record of success in helping to meet the targets of
the Paris Climate Agreement. Its efforts to date suggest it is moving in the right direction, but
many impediments remain before it can be considered successful.
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